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This  history  of  the  kilt  goes  back  over  400

years  to  the  end  of  teh  16th  century .   The

Scottish  word  KILT  mean  to  tuck  up  the

clothes  around  the  body .   

Originally  the  kilt  was  a  large  piece  of  wool

material  gathered  by  hand  into  pleats  and

then  belted  around  the  waist  to  secure  it  in

place ,  forming  a  skirt  of  sorts .  

Clans  (families)  began  to  color  the  wool  to

identify  which  region  of  Scotland  they  came

from .   In  1746  King  George  I I  imposed  the  Dress

Act ,  outlawing  all  Highland  clan  dress ,

including  the  kilt .   

Once  the  ban  was  l i fted ,  the  kilt  became  a

more  popular  and  romantic  choice  of  dress .  

FUN SHEETS
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SCOTLAND



The Tartan Song
WE  LOVE  TO  DISCOVER  ALL  THE  SCOTTISH
LAST  NAMES  IN  THIS  SONG !   SEE  IF  YOU  CAN
FIND  YOUR  LAST  NAME !

There  are  hundreds  of  tartans  so  lovely  to  see

And  many  a  famous  has  graced  the  bare  knee

And  the  sett  that  I  wear  is  both  ancient  and  braw

It 's  the  pride  o '  my  heart  and  the  dearest  of  a '

Then  it 's  hey  !  for  the  tartan  and  Ho  !  for  the  tartan  !

The  stamp  O '  the  hielands  from  Skye  to  Dundee

And  it 's  proud  I  am  bearing  the  tartan  I 'm  wearing

The  pride  O '  my  clan  and  the  tartan  for  me

The  Mackenzie  is  noted  the  Lindsay  is  grand ,

The  Gordon 's  familiar  in  many  a  land

And  the  Cameron  men  have  a  right  to  be  proud

With  the  Campbells  and  Stewarts ,  MacLeod  of  MacLeod

There 's  the  Bruce ,  the  Buchanan ,  the  Frazer  & MacBean

MacDonald ,  MacMillan ,  MacPherson  and  MacLean

But  I  can 't  name  them  all  and  it 's  no  use  to  try

So  I ' l l  give  you  "The  Tartan  from  Solway  to  Skye"

Aye  The  children  of  Scotia  may  roam  the  world  o 'er

But  their  thoughts  aye  return  to  the  land  they  adore

And  the  skirl  o '  the  pipes  sends  the  heart  beating  high

And  the  tartans  of  home  bring  a  tear  to  the  eye

Fabric
Ribbons
Fabric glue

You will need:

Instructions:
Cut 3 or 4 lengths of ribbon the
same length as your fabric and lots
of pieces the length of the fabric
width.

Glue the long pieces of ribbon along
the length of the fabric.Quickly glue
the shorter pieces along the width
weaving in and out of the longer
pieces. 

The ribbons will be movable until the
glue dries, so you will have to be
fairly quick.When your fabric is dry
trim any overhanging ribbons.

Make
your own
tartan!
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Fun and Engaging Tartan Craft
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